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ON a recent Saturday morning Cami Beghou, 13, pushed the right side of the tall, white bookcase that is built into one of the
powder-pink walls in her bedroom.. Designers can't quite pinpoint the reason for the rise in demand (it's mysterious!), but they
say secret rooms have been on a steady uphill climb, .... Like Jake's hidden back room, Morris's office and autopsy facility was
hidden behind a smaller room set up for the tourists. Back in the day, dentists and doctors .... So Narnia. Secret passage by
Creative Home Engineering. Narnia awaits: This engraved armoire looks like it could be straight out of C. Lewis' Chronicles
of .... There were no secret rooms or tunnels, no hidden notes, no concealed stash of microfilm. Come on, just give me one good
narrative cliche, she thought.. Kircher said, and reminded them of something out of “The Munsters.” It rises to reveal a hidden
room, where she and her husband store an antique bedroom set and a replica of a gilded mummy's coffin. “The ceiling is only
five and a half feet in there,” she said. “I think it would make a great playroom for grandkids.”. As I moved a little closer, I
discovered it was more than just a shelf, it was a passageway. What I saw when I stepped inside shocked me. The hidden room
was .... Hogwarts is similarly central to the action in Harry Potter and possesses many secret underground rooms and passages,
most of which have been discovered by .... See more ideas about Hidden spaces, Safe room and Secret rooms. ... on the rise,
many people want to know more about safe rooms, aka panic rooms.. Hidden rooms on the rise ... bookcase, holding rows of
books, a stuffed dachshund and a volleyball, silently swung outward, revealing a tiny, well-lighted room.. See more ideas about
Secret storage, Hidden rooms and Secret rooms. ... to Build Under-Cabinet Drawers & Increase Kitchen Storage How to Build
Under- .... Perhaps the rise of the open office makes a secret room that much more attractive. Many employees report the
increased feeling of being .... It might just be a sign of the times, but it certainly says something about our culture when people
are asking about and installing hidden rooms .... Learn why the hidden passageway is on the rise and why homeowners want one.
... architects reported an increase in hidden room installations over the last five .... An outdoor area or breezeway can be
combined with a large water feature to create a room hidden behind a waterfall or vine growth. Using natural features to ....
Damp and cold, it reminded me of some of the hidden rooms beneath Venice. Vic stepped out of the Athenaeum. She flashed a
thumbs up, blew me a kiss, and .... ... vibrate off the walls of the hollow sanctuary as he and Clestavon left the room. ... Geric
was never granted entry to the sanctuary's hidden rooms and hallways.. They make them up to 3,000 square feet and even with
hidden rooms, should they be located. Those can cost a million dollars or more. Yep, you heard that right, .... The NYT reports
on the increasing trend to building secret rooms in contemporary houses: not just fortified "safe rooms" for the home-
invasion .... Hidden rooms on the rise. ON a recent Saturday morning Cami Beghou, 13, pushed the right side of the tall, white
bookcase that is built into one of the ... 87ec45a87b 
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